AS9100 QMS Development

SCMEP will provide resources to train your team on the development of an AS9100 compliant Quality Management System (QMS). This process is a practical business approach to establishing an AS9100 QMS. It will follow a proven step-by-step managed process that creates a fully documented system.

Proposed Schedule:

- Program Overview
- Review and training in AS9100 requirements
- Gap Analysis of current QMS to AS9100
- Training in and Establishing Process Parameters and Management Matrix
- Complete Management Matrix
- Training and Development of Draft Quality Policy and Objectives
- Select Document Format
- Select format for procedures
- Draft procedure to control Quality Records
- Internal Auditing training
- Conduct and compete an internal audit
- Prepare audit report and document required changes to the QMS
- Conduct a management review
- Complete drafting of all remaining procedures
- Resolve all questions
- Review completed procedures
- Training in and establishing product realization processes
- Training and drafting product realization procedures